2015-09-14 Project Management Meeting
Date
14 Sep 2015

Attendees
Jamie Thomas
Burke Mamlin
Daniel Kayiwa
Mayank Sharma
Wyclif Luyima
Darius Jazayeri

Goals
Review
Technical Roadmap
Community Development Status
Implementation Updates

Discussion items
Item

Who

Platform 1.11x

Daniel
Kayiwa

Reference
Application 2.3

Tharunya
Pati

Administrative
Functions

Wyclif Luyima

OCL Subscription
Module

Rafal
Korytkowski

admin UI made changes to the REST module - once tickets are done will be able to tag them

need to send out communication to the developers on Talk about releasing modules - Burke will follow up
with Tharunya

have a couple ticket that Wyclif is reviewing and can most likely close today
should be able to release module by Wednesday

Support for
MariaDB
Platform 2.0

Notes

OCL server not ready, not tested, etc. - think we may want to pull this from the release

need to find out if MariaDB will have CI running against Maria DB by end of month
Mayank
Sharma

Mayank has done the following tasks from last week
to change openmrs-core master version from 1.12.0-SNAPSHOT to 2.0.0-SNAPSHOT
will ask for volunteer to lead problem list removal
will ask for volunteer to lead removal of deprecated methods for Platform 2.0
Daniel thinks we need two volunteers to remove old allergies and migrate allergies from module to core - do
not believe we need a sprint

Action items
Burke Mamlin will follow up with Tharunya Pati to get a Talk message out to developers asking for them to release modules for 2.3
Burke Mamlin will reach out to Rafal Korytkowski for OCL subscription module update and propose putting it into the next release (include
Jonathan and Andy)
Daniel Kayiwa will check in with Nyah Check on the status of Maria DB for having CI run against MariaDB by the end of the month.
Mayank Sharma to run through the tickets for 2.0 with Daniel Kayiwa to evaluate what will need to get bumped from 2.0 to 2.1

